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and we have seen reason to believe that their culture is reallj
a decadent survival. It is impossible to regard as natural
any form of ritual which is not universal, at any rate within
the limits of environmental possibility. As 1 have tried to
show3 where an artefact which might be made and used
anywhere is in fact made and used within a limited area.*
we may reasonably expect that it has been diffused from
some one centre. I shall now try to show that the same
applies to rites. The rite that I have selected is that of
mummification. I have selected it because it is in itself a
sufficiently remarkable rite, and because a mummy is
capable of exact definition as a corpse which is treated in
such a way as to preserve it, at any rate for a time^ from
the normal process of decomposition. Mummification can-
not3 like burial* cremation or simple exposure^ be supposed
to be a convenient way of disposing of the dead-
The generally accepted theory of the origin of this custom
is that it arose through the observation that bodies buried
in sand or dry soil did not decay^ but were dried into a form
which preserved some resemblance to a human being.
According to the theory this discovery led to a belief in
immortality3 and induced people to attempt the task of pre-
serving the bodies of their deceased relatives^ in order that
by putting on incorruption they might achieve immortality,
*The real origin of mummification', says Hall (Hastings*
Ency.y vol. iv3 p, 459)3 *is to be found in a simple desire
to preserve the dead man to his family/ Yet that the true
explanation is not so simple as this should be dear not
merely from the limited distribution of mummification but
from a fact which Hall mentions on the same page^ namely,
that in Egypt the dead man cwas venerated as being himself
Osiris, not as an ancestor*. If mummification is purely a
family aflair, why should you regard the mummy of your
father as a mythical king? And why should the embalmer
impersonate the god Antibis and wear a jadal-beacbd mask?

